Racks Cross-Reference Matrix
Good Advice to Follow
Bontrager racks are compatible with Trek bicycles that
have dropout spacing of 7 inches (186mm) and mounting
points on the frame.
The rack could detach if fasteners are not secure. Check
the fasteners before every ride.
Improperly distributed luggage could affect the balance
of the bicycle. Take care to distribute the luggage evenly
between both sides of the rack.
Overloading a bicycle could result in an accident. Refer
to the bicycle owner’s manual to determine the maximum
weight your bicycle can support. To view this manual
online, go to the trekbikes.com/manuals page.
A loaded rack could block reflectors and lights. Verify that
reflectors and lights are visible after loading the rack.
A rack cannot safely pull a trailer.

WARNING
Child carriers are not compatible with Bontrager racks.
Placing a child carrier on a rack could result in serious
injury or death.
WARNING
A rack that is not compatible with a bicycle cannot
be safely attached. Before installing a rack, check the
bicycle’s mounting locations and weight limit to ensure
compatibility. Installing an incompatible rack could result in
loss of control or injury.
WARNING
Loading a rack with items other than luggage could result
in serious injury or death.
WARNING
Follow the instructions when loading a rack. Doing
otherwise could result in serious injury or death.
WARNING
A loaded rack adds weight and raises the bicycle’s center
of gravity, which can make the bike take longer to stop,
become hard to control, and be easier to tip over. Tipping
over or loss of control may lead to severe injury or death.
WARNING
Improperly secured luggage and loose straps could shift,
get tangled in the wheel, and cause you to lose control.
Follow the instructions to secure luggage and tighten
straps. Failure to do so could result in serious injury
or death.

Type of
rack

Part
numbers

BackRack
Lightweight
MIK

Use with
child carrier

Features &
accessories

Not intended
for use with
child carriers.

Lightweight,
only 465g
(16oz)

Frames must have brake
bridge or seat stay eyelets. Not
recommended for use with carbon
dropouts. Includes adapter kit for
mounting to most road bikes. Longlasting, corrosion-resistant, stainless
steel hardware.

Adds storage and utility
to compatible bikes. MIK
mounting system provides
secure, integrated mounting
with compatible bags.
Compatible with MIK, standard
trunk bags or panniers.

Integrated
eyelets make it
easy to mount
lights or other
accessories.

Quick and easy install. Singlebolt strut mounts allow maximum
adjustment and easy installation.
582180, 582181, and 582186
include required mounting hardware.
582180 and 582181 include spacer
to fit most disc brake calipers.

Max weight capacity
25kg (55lbs)

Additional side stays allow for
mounting of both trunk and
pannier bags. MIK mounting
system provides secure,
integrated mounting with
compatible bags. Compatible
with MIK, standard trunk bags,
and panniers.

Integrated
eyelets make it
easy to mount
lights or other
accessories.

Single-bolt strut mounts allow
maximum adjustment and easy
installation. Includes required
mounting hardware.

13–18" (33–46cm)
18–22" (54–62cm)

Max weight capacity
25kg (55lbs)

Adds storage and utility
to compatible bikes. MIK
mounting system provides
secure, integrated mounting
with compatible bags.
Compatible with MIK, standard
trunk bags or panniers.

Integrated
eyelets make it
easy to mount
lights or other
accessories.

Quick and easy install. Singlebolt strut mounts allow maximum
adjustment and easy installation.
Includes required mounting
hardware.

N/A

Not supplied.

Max weight capacity
11kg (26lbs)

Not supplied.

N/A

Rack comes attached to
Trek 1120. Dealers can order the
rack separately.

Clamp diameter size

Fit requirements

Installation

Additional features

415184: 31.9mm.
415186: 35mm.
415188: 36.4mm.

Not supplied.

Threaded eyelets are built
into the clamp for easy,
secure mounting on noneyeleted or smaller frames.

N/A

415183: 31.9mm,
quick release. 415185:
35mm, quick release.
415187: 36.4mm,
quick release.

Not supplied.

Eyelets work well as rear
rack mounting solutions
on unique bike frames.
Threaded eyelets are built
into the clamp for easy,
secure mounting on noneyeleted or smaller frames.

Quick release (QR) versions
features a rubber lever grip.

Descriptions

Size

Load

Bag compatibility

582179

A rear rack that fits almost
every road bike and
carries almost anything
you need. Compatible
with MIK (Mounting is
Key) bags for quick,
secure trunk bag install.

13–22" (46–62cm)

Max weight capacity
22.7kg (50lbs)

MIK (Mounting is Key)
mounting system provides
secure, integrated mounting
with compatible bags.

BackRack
Disc MIK

582180 &
582181

An MIK-compatible rack
that is easy to mount to
disc brake-equipped bike
frames.

13–18"
(33–52cm)
18–22" (54–62cm)

Max weight capacity
25kg (55lbs)

BackRack
Deluxe MIK
Large

582182 &
582184

An easy-to-mount,
MIK-compatible rack for
larger bike frames that
holds panniers and a
trunk bag.

582184: 13–18"
(33–54cm) 582182:
18–22" (54–62cm)

BackRack MIK

582186 &
582187

A light and strong,
MIK-ready rear rack
that easily adds carrying
capacity to compatible
bikes.

Rack Trek
1120 Orange
Rear

560996

Type of
seat collar

Part
numbers

Eyeleted
Seatpost
Clamp

415184,
415186, &
415188

Eyeleted
Quick Release
Seatpost
Clamp

415183,
415185, &
415187

Rack
adapter

Part
number
1040849

Image

Image

Image

Descriptions
This adapter makes
racks that are not
compatible with MIK bags
compatible.

Mounting hardware

